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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The relevance of the research is on the one hand associated with improvement of medical technologies for oncological diseases treatment contributing to increasing the patients' life expectancy, which leads to an increase of the actual quantity of oncological patients. On the other hand, it is due to worsening of the quality of life of patients having malignant tumors depending both on treatment methods and the patients' mental and emotional condition.

Objective: This paper is aimed at finding psychological personal determinants that create scientific bases to allow using subjective psychological factors alongside with medical practice in working with cancer patients for improving their quality of life.

Methods: The leading approach to studying this problem is the systemic and subject-based approach that allows taking an integral view of subject and personal characteristics of oncological patients. Various questionnaires focused on the coping behavior, viability and control were used as psychodiagnostic techniques for assessing the subject and personal characteristics.

Results: In the paper, a review of studies is presented that deal with psychological particularities of women having breast cancer, and psychological features women with breast cancer distinguishing them from healthy women are described. As a result of the research conducted, it has been found there are personal and subjective particularities of self-control, subjective control and viability in women having breast cancer distinguishing them from healthy women.

Conclusion: The materials of the paper are of practical importance for practicing psychologists who monitor and adjust the treatment process both in terms of oncologists and of psychological support, which gives the opportunity to adjust treatment methods up to the patient's mental and emotional condition.
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INTRODUCTION

Solving the problem of survivability and treatment efficiency in malignant neoplasm diseases is not only a problem of science, but also the national objective and strategic task of development of the Russian Federation.

On the one hand, improvement of medical technologies for oncological diseases treatment contributes to increasing the patients' life expectancy, which leads to an increase of the actual quantity of oncological patients. On the other hand, the quality of life of patients having malignant tumors depending both on treatment methods and the patients' mental and emotional condition worsens. So the data about psychological personal determinants create scientific bases that allow making use of subjective psychological factors alongside with medical practice in working with cancer patients for improving their quality of life.

The outlined problem shapes the relevance and social importance of tasks of this project supported by the grant of the Russian Science Foundation aimed at studying psychological factors of survivability and disease progress in patients having malignant neoplasms (RSF grant No.19-18-00426).

Solving this scientific problem will allow gaining fundamental scientific ideas about psychological factors of survivability in patients having malignant neoplasms, in particular, women having breast cancer. The authors plan to conduct a series of longitudinal studies with a sampling of women having BC who are under oncologists' supervision from the point of diagnosing. This will allow getting ideas about the dynamics of change of psychological personality features included in the complex of resistance and vitality, during the disease course and under different options of the
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direct efficiency of treatment (the duration of antineoplastic effect lasting, the dynamics of sizes and quantity of tumor lesions). The disease progress particularities in mutual relation to the psychological subjective factors will enable the practicing psychologists to monitor and adjust the process, both in terms of oncologists and in terms of psychological support, which will provide the opportunity to adjust treatment methods up to the patient’s mental and emotional condition.

Within the project, a comparative analysis of psychological factors in women having BC that has been quiescent for 6 months and more, and in stage IV BC patients is conducted. The analysis will allow identifying a set of psychological factors contributing to the current and long-term efficiency of treatment, which, in its turn, will show their effect on the duration of recurrence-free and overall survivability. The entire bulk of the obtained data about psychological factors promotes the development of oncological psychology and is a scientific base for practical recommendations for psychological services rendering psychological support of treatment of patients having malignant neoplasms, as well as for the initiative with legislative bodies in the field of healthcare for including compulsory psychological and psychotherapeutic aid into the cancer patients treatment protocol.

Today the authors present only some of the results obtained during implementation of the project and associated with studying the psychological particularities of women having breast cancer. Breast cancer is known to be the most widespread oncological disease in women. According to the statistics data, 20% of the total quantity of female patients with malignant neoplasms are women having breast cancer. It is for this reason that this category of women became the focus of the authors’ attention.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The psychological parameters in patients having various types and modifications of oncological diseases have been studied for several decades already. Nevertheless, worldwide, scientists’ interest in this topic has not only remained steady but has been growing. The considerable quantity of studies in this domain show a high percentage of impact of psychological factors on the progress of the disease and its outcome (survivability). In spite of the increasing interest in this problem, the range of psychological phenomena studied within the sphere is quite limited. There are widespread studies of anxiety (1,2), depression (3,4), helplessness and hopelessness (5-9) as a response to the disease. Research of this kind has a serious limitation in the fact it is impossible to verify the hypothesis about these phenomena having a situation-related or a stable (personal) nature in patients, as there is no initial statistics (before the disease onset). A sufficient quantity of works deal with positive phenomena as resources for overcoming the disease. In particular, they study the level of hope for convalescence in patients having oncological diseases (10-12), coping strategies (13-15), subjective well-being (16,17), metacognitive beliefs (18), optimism (19,20), morale (5), positive thinking (21).

In Russia, the scope of completed research into this problem is much narrower than in Europe and the USA. In the Russian psychology, this problem is largely at the initial stage of development, which is confirmed by the prevailing quantity of theoretical reviews (22,23). In the recent years, works have been published that consider cancer as a consequence of post-traumatic stress (24,25), studying the attitude to the disease (26-28), as well as the interrelation between anxiety, coping strategies and defense mechanisms (13,29,30). However, the Russian science makes attempts to view the psychological aspects of patients having oncological diseases in an integral way, as a system. For example, positive phenomena (authenticity, trust to oneself, optimism, viability, responsibility) are studied in mutual relation to the values- and meaning-related sphere of patients (31). Such integrated studies are of interest and require further development.

Thus, the shortage of consistent research into psychological factors of the disease course conducted along the lines of longitudinal studies can be stated. In the Russian science, questions about psychological factors contributing to survival of patients throughout a prolonged period of time have not been posed.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

The problem of this scientific project consists in analyzing the psychological particularities of women having breast cancer at various stages of the disease.

With regard to this, the objective of the research was to identify subject and personal particularities of women having breast cancer.
Research Hypothesis

Women having breast cancer have subject and personal features distinguishing them from healthy women who have not been diagnosed with the disease.

Research Sampling

The empirical research was conducted from April 22, 2019 through June 23, 2019. 45 Russian women aged 25 to 60 took part in the research.

Group 1 of the tested ones includes 22 women having malignant tumors originating from the mammary tissue epithelium (breast cancer) of stages I, II with moderately differentiated variant of the tumor, hormone-dependent, residing within the city of Chelyabinsk and Chelyabinsk Region and being in inpatient treatment at the State budget-funded institution of healthcare “Chelyabinsk Regional Clinical Center For Oncology and Nuclear Medicine” from the point of diagnosing and up to 6 months.

Group 2 is 23 healthy women having no history of oncological and psychiatric diseases, no complaints of their condition of health as of the point of examination, and residing within the city of Chelyabinsk and Chelyabinsk Region.

Research Methods

The subject and personal characteristics were assessed using the following techniques:

1. Questionnaire “Ways of coping behavior” by R. Lazarus as adapted by T.L. Kryukova (32). The questionnaire is used in order to identify coping mechanisms, ways of overcoming difficulties, in particular, the coping strategies for overcoming the disease situation in patients having malignant neoplasms.

2. The viability test (Hardiness Survey, S. Maddi as adapted by D. Leontyev (33)). This technique allows assessing the cancer patients’ system of beliefs about themselves, the world, relation to it that enable people to endure and efficiently overcome stress situations.

3. The subjective control questionnaire test (J. Rotter, as adapted by E.F. Bazhin, S.A. Golynkin, and A.M. Etkind) measures individual particularities of subjective control over various life situations in cancer patients (according to A.A. Rean (34)).

Tasks of the Research

1. Conducting an empirical research of indices of subject and personal characteristics in the groups under study, presenting descriptive statistics;

2. Conducting the comparative analysis of subject and personal characteristics between women having BC and healthy women.

3. Presenting the qualitative analysis of statistically significant distinctions of subject and personal characteristics between women having BC and healthy women.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to verify the research hypothesis, the psychological variables have been diagnosed in the women having BC and the healthy women. Table 1 lists the average values of psychological parameters under study for which statistically significant distinctions between the group of women having BC and the healthy women group have been obtained. The strategy of self-control implies attempts to overcome negative feelings related to the problem by means of intended suppression and inhibition of emotions, minimizing their influence on evaluation of the situation and selection of a behavior strategy, a high control of behavior and a strive to self-possession. High figures of the self-control strategy are observed in the BC patients group while the healthy women have an average index (13-18 – the high index, 7-12 – the average index). Indices that are above average in the group of women having BC and below average in the group of healthy women are those of general internality (the maximum value is 44, the minimum one is 0). The women having BC are characterized by the failures-related internality indices that are above average (the maximum value is 12, the minimum one is 0). Involvement rests at the medium level in the women having BC (the standard average value is 37,64) and it is lower than the medium in the healthy women. This component which is an individual’s persuasion of the fact that one’s being involved into what is happening gives one the highest chance to find something worthy is more developed in the women having BC. As for control, it is at the medium level in the BC patients group, too, with the group of healthy women featuring it below the average (the standard average value is 29.17). The values of viability parameter
“risk taking” are higher than the average value in the BC patients while the healthy ones have it at the medium level (the standard value is 13.91).

In Table 2, the results of the comparative analysis of the subject and personal characteristics between the women having BC and the healthy women are given.

With Mann-Whitney U-test, significant distinctions have been found between the groups in the extent of intensity of **self-control** as a coping strategy (p < 0.01). Higher indices of self-control in the women having BC confirm the particularity of their behavior in a problem situation, difficult for individuals, to which the authors refer a woman’s having malignant neoplasm. The high self-control is a characteristic way for overcoming stress in the women having BC that gives evidence about the patients’ mental disadaptation under stress conditions. Frequently, such behavior is indicative of one’s fear of self-revelation, excessive self-exactingness leading to super-control of one’s behavior. In the group of healthy women, this index is at the average level, which confirms the adaptive potential of personality.

In the women having BC, the values of **general internality** and **internality in relation to failures** (p < 0.01) (see Table 2) are statistically validly higher. The above average index according to this scale in the women having BC corresponds to a higher level of subjective control over any significant situation as compared to the below average level observed in the group of healthy women. Women having BC may believe that the majority of important events in their lives have been the result of their own efforts, that they can control them and, therefore, undertake the responsibility for their lives as a whole.

The low index of the healthy women group points to a low subjective control level. They do not see the association between their actions and significant events that they consider to be a result of chance or other people’s actions.

The above average values in the scale of internality in relation to failures in the women having BC speak for a developed feeling of subjective control toward negative events and situations, which is manifested in their inclination to blame themselves for various troubles and failures.

The healthy women have lower than average values of internality in relation to failures. They may ascribe responsibility for failures to other people or consider them to be a result of bad luck.

Significant distinctions have also been found between the groups according to the **viability** indices (p < 0.01). According to D. Leontyev (33), viability represents a system of one’s beliefs about oneself, the world, relations with it that enable one to endure and efficiently overcome stress situations. As compared to the healthy women group, in the BC patients, statistically valid increases of values are registered in such indices of viability as involvement, control, and risk taking (p < 0.01) (Table 2).

Involvement is validly higher in the women having BC than in the healthy women. The feeling of confidence of themselves and of the world being generous is inherent in the BC patients. The values below average registered in the group of healthy women may be indicative of the feeling of being cast-off, perceiving oneself to be "outside" the life.

Control as a viability component is better developed in the women having BC, which gives evidence about their being persuaded that fighting allows influencing the result of what is happening, even if the influence is not absolute and success is not guaranteed.

Women having breast cancer have the viability component of “risk taking” better developed than healthy women do. Women having breast cancer are convinced that everything happening to them contributes to their development. They actively absorb knowledge from experience, regardless of it being positive or negative one, and use it subsequently.

---

**Table 1: Descriptive statistics results of the subject and personal feature indices in the groups under study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Self-control</th>
<th>General internality</th>
<th>Internality in relation to failures</th>
<th>Involvement</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Risk taking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women having breast cancer</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women deemed healthy</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** authors

**Table 2: Results of the comparative analysis of the subject and personal features between the women having BC and the healthy women**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U</th>
<th>General internality</th>
<th>Internality in relation to failures</th>
<th>Involvement</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Risk taking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy women</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** authors
Owing to their high risk taking, women having breast cancer can be prepared to act in a difficult situation, lacking any reliable guarantees of success, at their own risk and peril.

It can be supposed that marked viability in the women having breast cancer enables them to endure and overcome the disease situation. The intensity of all the three components of viability is important for keeping health and optimum working capacity and activity level of an individual under stress conditions. Meanwhile, it is the high self-control that gives evidence about mental disadaptation of the women having breast cancer in the disease situation.

As a result of the comparative analysis according to the remaining psychological parameters under study, no statistically significant distinctions between the groups have been found. At this stage of the research, the generalized positive expectations (optimism) or generalized negative expectations as for the future shared by women having breast cancer do not differ from the healthy women’s expectations. Similarly, no differences in the extent of severity of personal helplessness, in the subjective perception of physical and mental health, in the ideas about biological and psycho-social resources (subjective age), and cognitive beliefs have been found.

CONCLUSION

Proceeding from the above, it can be noted that women having breast cancer feature psychological particularities distinguishing them from healthy women.

For women having breast cancer, a high self-control is characteristic which gives evidence about their marked disadaptation when in the disease situation. In women having BC, the trend of concealing their feelings and intentions in relation to the problem situation from the people around them may be observed. The obtained results agree with the higher values of general internality and internality in the area of failures found in women having BC. Excessive self-exactingness and the subsequent super-control of behavior are possibly related to the women’s persuasion about the majority of important events in their lives resulting from their own actions. For them, a developed feeling of subjective control toward negative events and situations is characteristic, which is manifested in their inclination to blame themselves for various troubles and failures.

Meanwhile, women having breast cancer feature marked components of viability (involvement, control, risk-taking) that may prevent the inner strain from arising in a disease situation by means of persistent coping, stress-coping strategies and perceiving them as less important.

Based on the data obtained, it can be supposed that the psychological factor of emergence of breast cancer can be such a stable personal feature as a marked subjective control toward most events in one's life, including the negative events and situations which is manifested in one’s inclination to blame oneself for various troubles and failures. These parameters are more pronounced in women having breast cancer than in healthy women. This assumption requires further investigation.

It should be noted that the results obtained by the authors do not agree with earlier American studies of the so-called cancer-prone person (type C personality) – one that is characterized by submission, a feeling of helplessness and hopelessness (7). The concept of cancer-prone personality was criticized due to the lack of valid empirical data (35).

The diagnosed psychological variables (viability, coping strategies, subjective control etc.) were diagnosed by the authors at the beginning of the disease. So, at this stage, the question of whether they have an amplifying effect on other risk factors in line with the cascade principle or they matter on their own is difficult to answer. For this purpose, the authors plan to assess the disease development dynamics, psychological features of women having breast cancer, and to study their interrelations.

The data obtained will allow expanding the currently relevant in science ideas about patients with malignant neoplasms and contributing to studying the psychological factors of survivability and disease progress in cancer patients.

Based on the data obtained, it can be supposed that psychological characteristics that are stable personal features may be factors of emergence of the disease in women having breast cancer. This assumption requires further research.
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